Enhancing (in)formal learning ties in interdisciplinary management courses: a quasi-experimental social network study

Abstract
While interdisciplinary courses are regarded as a promising method for students to apply knowledge from other disciplines, there is limited empirical evidence available whether interdisciplinary courses can effectively “create” interdisciplinary students. In this quasi-experimental study amongst 377 Master’s students, in the control condition students were randomised by the teacher into groups, while in the experimental condition students were “balanced” by the teacher into groups based upon their initial social network. Using Social Network Analysis, learning ties after eleven weeks were significantly predicted by the friendship and learning ties established at the beginning of the course, as well as (same) discipline and group allocation. The effects were generally greater than group divisions, irrespective of the two conditions, but substantially smaller than initial social networks. These results indicate that interdisciplinary learning does not occur “automatically” in an interdisciplinary module. This study contributes to effective learning in interdisciplinary learning environments.
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In higher education there is a wide acknowledgement that graduates should be able to learn and apply interdisciplinary perspectives, approach problems from multiple vantage points (Borrego and Newswander 2010, Boni, Weingart, and Evenson 2009), and to synthesise knowledge from different disciplines (Kurland et al. 2010). Higher education is “under growing pressure to provide graduates with opportunities to complement discipline-based competency with multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary skills” (Pharo et al. 2012, 498).
In higher education limited empirical evidence is available as to how interdisciplinary graduate programmes can effectively create and educate interdisciplinary graduates (Borrego and Newswander 2010, Kalfa and Taksa 2013). In this article we use Klein’s (1996) definition of interdisciplinarity: “a means of solving problems and answering questions that cannot be satisfactorily addressed using single methods or approaches”. Establishing common ground amongst the different disciplines is typically achieved in interdisciplinary courses by common experience in coursework, seminars and other interdisciplinary activities (e.g., Boni, Weingart, and Evenson 2009, Kurland et al. 2010). Moreover, employability has been linked to interdisciplinary teaching methodology in higher education (Kalfa and Taksa 2013).

However, according to Borrego and Newswander (2010) the vast majority of 134 interdisciplinary programmes reviewed lacked a system thinking approach of integration of knowledge from different disciplines, and an absence of evaluation mechanisms to understand whether or not the learning outcomes of the programmes were achieved. Although many “good practice” descriptions of interdisciplinary programmes have become available recently (e.g., Boni, Weingart, and Evenson 2009, Kurland et al. 2010, Pharo et al. 2012), Kurland et al. (2010) indicate that whether students actually learned from peers from different disciplines has received limited (empirical) attention.

Most interdisciplinary programmes that have been described used mechanisms of team- or group-learning to encourage interdisciplinary learning (Decuyper, Dochy, and Van den Bossche 2010, Michaelsen and Richards 2005). By putting students from different disciplines together in groups to work on complex, authentic interdisciplinary tasks supported by a teacher, the assumption is that over time students will “acquire by osmosis” interdisciplinary skills and knowledge. Whether or not putting students into interdisciplinary groups actually matters in terms of nurturing social interactions between students from different disciplines, and eventually acquiring interdisciplinary knowledge and skills needs
further research (Borrego and Newswander 2010, Akkerman and Bakker 2011, Decuyper, Dochy, and Van den Bossche 2010).

Therefore, the prime goal of this study is to analyse whether students from different management, hospitality and health care programmes developed (or not) learning ties with students from the same or a different discipline over time in a large interdisciplinary organisational behaviour module. The second goal is to understand whether teachers, by means of an instructional design intervention, can actively encourage and intervene in interdisciplinary learning by adjusting the group selection method (Chapman et al. 2006). In this quasi-experimental study with 377 master students using Social Network Analysis (SNA: Katz et al. 2004, Rienties and Nolan 2014), we compared how students from six different disciplines build and develop social relations with other students over time.

Social network theory, group and interdisciplinary learning

There is a wide-spread acceptance of the importance of group work (Decuyper, Dochy, and Van den Bossche 2010, Hommes et al. 2012, Katz et al. 2004). At the same time, there is increased recognition that the social networks students are embedded in have a substantial impact on their learning processes and academic performance (Baker and Lattuca 2010, Curşeu and Pluut 2011, Baldwin, Bedell, and Johnson 1997, Gasevic, Zouaq, and Janzen 2013, Rienties, Heliot, and Jindal-Snape 2013). A social network consists of a set of nodes (i.e. students in an interdisciplinary module) and the ties between these nodes (Wassermann and Faust 1994). In social network theory, the focus of analysis is on measuring and understanding the social interactions between entities (e.g., individuals, groups, disciplines), rather than focussing on individual or group behaviour (Katz et al. 2004, Bevelander and Page 2011, Baker and Lattuca 2010, Pilbeam and Denyer 2009, Taha and Cox 2014). A general
assumption of social network theory is that people’s behaviour is best predicted by the web of relationships in which they are embedded.

By putting students from different disciplines together in groups and working on complex, authentic interdisciplinary tasks supported by a teacher, the assumption is that over time students will obtain interdisciplinary skills and knowledge. For example, Baldwin, Bedell, and Johnson (1997) indicated that social networks, and ties within groups in particular, strongly influenced academic performance, student satisfaction, and group project performance. In a study of 159 student groups, Curşeu and Pluut (2011) found that groups that were heterogeneous in terms of gender, prior knowledge and expertise obtained better group outcomes than homogeneous groups. In a longitudinal study of 592 students taking five business modules (Rienties and Nolan 2014), the primary predictor of how students developed social networks over time was their respective group allocation. In other words, previous research indicates that with whom students are enrolled in a group influences how students develop (inter)disciplinary networks. Therefore, this is formulated as:

H1: Group allocation impacts how students develop social networks.

**Boundary crossing and social identity theory**

Organisational science literature indicates that boundary crossing increases knowledge transfer and team learning (Wong 2004, Bresman 2010). Even if students are assigned to a particular group, students will “naturally” also learn from students outside the group and informally share knowledge with those with whom they have developed ties (Akkerman and Bakker 2011, Decuyper, Dochy, and Van den Bossche 2010). According to Wong (2004, 646), there might be a trade-off between between intragroup (formal) and intergroup (informal) learning, as both “promote different dimensions of group performance because they are likely to access and create different types of knowledge in the groups”.


Informal socialisation mechanisms are important means for facilitating knowledge sharing (Bevelander and Page 2011, Gasevic, Zouaq, and Janzen 2013). Social identity theory (Tajfel 1978) indicates that people seek part of their self identity through affiliation to “groups” (e.g., social groups, disciplines, organisations). The ethnocentric property of social identity theory suggests the terms of group attachment may feature knowledge as a valued and favoured group attribute. Tajfel (1978) argued that people’s evaluations of their ingroups are relative in nature. ‘Us’ versus ‘them’, as one of the core ideas of social identity theory, impact people’s self-evaluations and their sense of worth. Furthermore, Hewstone, Rubin, and Willis (2002) clearly indicated that members of groups (especially of high-status groups) tend to favour other members of their own group, but to derogate members of other groups.

Students might identify themselves based upon the discipline/programme they belong to (e.g. International Hotel Management). According to social identity theory, this ingroup will lead to favouritism towards the ingroup and potentially “discriminatory” behaviour to the outgroup (e.g. International Hotel Management students reluctant to share knowledge with Health Care Management students). Some sense of subjective commitment to the group is crucially important for people to start acting in terms of their group membership (Hewstone, Rubin, and Willis 2002). In social network studies this is commonly referred to as homophily, whereby people will be attracted to work (formally/informally) together and develop ties when individuals are (perceived to be) similar in terms of surface-level attributes, such as same gender (Bevelander and Page 2011), similar interests (Borgatti and Cross 2003), similar academic performance (Hommes et al. 2012, Gasevic, Zouaq, and Janzen 2013), or following the same discipline. We expect that in a strongly interdisciplinary module, even when students are enrolled in interdisciplinary small groups, students still prefer to work either formally or informally with students from the same discipline, as indicated by H2:
H2: Learning within disciplines is a stronger driver for social network development than the actual group allocation.

**Interdisciplinarity, group selection and (in)formal learning**

In order to counter students “natural” tendencies to focus on informal interactions with same discipline students and to encourage interdisciplinary learning, we experimented with the impact of two different group allocation methods, namely random vs. balanced selection by the teacher. Given that students in a random condition (i.e., random allocation of students in groups by the teacher) are “forced” to work together with students from different disciplines that they (perhaps) have not worked with before (Chapman et al. 2006), this gives them an opportunity to establish new ties that may challenge their perspectives and ways of thinking. When interdisciplinary groups are able to develop trust and cohesion amongst its members, interdisciplinary groups are more able to come up with creative solutions and insights (Decuyper, Dochy, and Van den Bossche 2010, Michaelsen and Richards 2005, Boni, Weingart, and Evenson 2009, Curseu and Pluut 2011). At the same time, an obvious risk of randomisation is that interdisciplinary groups might find limited common ground to work together, in particular when the duration of the module is relatively short (Baldwin, Bedell, and Johnson 1997). Indeed, our initial study on 201 students in the random condition (Rienties, Heliot, and Jindal-Snape 2013) indicated that most groups developed limited interdisciplinary group links. Qualitative analyses suggested that cultural differences and unspoken norms between disciplines prevented the interdisciplinary groups to develop common ground to encourage interdisciplinary exchange. Many students informally continued to work together with students whom they developed initial ties with.

As we aimed to encourage interdisciplinary learning while at the same time forming effective groups that construct and co-construct shared knowledge, in the balanced condition we attempted to combine the benefits of initial developed ties with some diversity in new ties.
to students who are relatively further away in the social network (Akkerman and Bakker 2011, Borgatti and Cross 2003). By forming groups that already had some initial ties amongst some nodes, we expected that it would be easier for these groups to develop common ground while also developing interdisciplinary exchange. As argued by Reagans and McEvily (2003, pp. 245), “an optimal network combines elements of cohesion and range ... The most productive teams are internally cohesive, but have external networks full of structural holes”.

As a result, we expected that groups in the random condition would be very diverse in terms of the number of disciplines/programmes within each group, while due to pairing in the balanced group a more balanced but less diverse range of programmes within each group would be present. At the end of the module we expect that:

H3: In the balanced condition, students maintain more ties inside their group in comparison to the random condition.

H4: In the random condition, more interdisciplinary ties are maintained by students.

Finally, in line with recent findings (Hommes et al. 2012, Curşeu and Pluut 2011, Bresman 2010), we expect that students who develop more ties, in particular interdisciplinary learning ties, would perform better in terms of academic performance. In particular, we expect that the balanced condition has a positive effect on academic performance, as students formally and informally continue to work together in their groups with students from their initial social network, but at the same time are exposed to different ideas from group members from a different discipline. Therefore, we hypothesise that:

H5 Developing and maintaining more interdisciplinary ties (in particular learning) lead to better performance, in particular for the balanced condition.
Methods

Setting

This study took place in a compulsory Master module of Organisational Behaviour at a UK business school during the autumn semesters of 2011 and 2012. This module was the first module in the programme and students had not formally worked together before. In this quasi-experimental study, the implementation of 2011 is referred to as the “random condition”, whereby the teacher randomly assigned students to groups, while the implementation of 2012 is referred to as the “balanced (experimental) condition”. In 2011, 41 small groups each consisting of 4 or 5 members were formed at random after Week 4. In 2012, the authors artificially balanced 37 groups based upon the initial friendship network that was measured after four weeks. In both conditions, during the eleven week module the 377 master students met formally once a week during a three-hour interactive lecture.

Students were given one group task per week at the end of each lecture to further develop their understandings of the lecture topics. The interdisciplinary nature of these groups (and the classroom environment in general) is therefore important; it can bring a more contextual understanding of the topics (e.g., how a lecture topic/theory can (not) be applied to a particular discipline/industry). There were eight tasks in total, including case studies, essay types of questions, and focused group discussions. These group activities aimed to facilitate knowledge sharing and to develop breadth and depth of students’ subject knowledge through an interdisciplinary lens. These group products were not formally assessed but the teacher provided formative feedback online (e.g. giving constructive feedback to each group) and in class (e.g. collectively comment on the group answers) each week. Except for the group selection method (i.e. random selection vs. balanced), the assessments, module materials and the teacher were the same in both conditions.
Participants

All 377 students were included in the analyses. 67% of the participants were female, and the average age was 25.50 (SD = 5.10), ranging from 21 to 56. This module included students from six different programmes: International Hotel Management (IHM = 54%), Health Care Management (HCM = 13%), Entrepreneurship (EP = 12%), Food Management (FM = 8%), Intercultural Communication with International Business (ICIB = 7%), and a final group of students following a range of smaller programmes, which are clustered under the umbrella term Business Management (BM = 5%). Although the programmes were unbalanced in terms of size, with a majority of students from IHM, for each programme at least eight participants were present with whom students could develop disciplinary ties. Previous research has found that students developed on average 4-12 ties with others to learn and share knowledge (Curșeu, Janssen, and Raab 2012, Hommes et al. 2012, Moolenaar, Sleegers, and Daly 2012), which indicates that even in the smallest discipline sufficient opportunities were present to develop disciplinary ties.

Alongside this module, students also followed either two or three modules in their own programme in the first semester. In the other modules students only met with students from their respective programme. Using the GLOBE geocultural classifications by House et al. (2004), 223 (59%) students were from Confucian Asia, followed by Southern Asia (11%), UK (9%), Eastern Europe (5%), Middle East (3%), and a range of countries from Latin Europe, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Germanic Europe (each 2%). This sample composition is fairly representative for master degree business programmes in the UK (Higher Education Statistics Agency 2012).

Measurements

Social networks and ties
First, the 370 students answered the Social Network question stem “I am a friend of ...” after four weeks by using a “closed-network” analysis (Krackhardt and Stern 1988, Rinties and Nolan 2014). A list with names of all the students was provided as is commonly done in SNA (Curşeu, Janssen, and Raab 2012, Bevelander and Page 2011, Rinties, Heliot, and Jindal-Snape 2013). Second, learning from group members and other members was also measured in Week 4 as measured by the question stem “I learn a lot from …”. Third, working relations were measured by the question stem “I work a lot with …”. Fourth, in line with Bevelander and Page (2011) we again measured the three networks at the end of the module at week 11 (i.e. post-test). Students who did not attend the classes when the questionnaire was distributed received the questionnaire(s) via email.

**Academic performance**

Academic performance was measured by a written essay of 1000 words (students chose one essay question out of three) and a closed book examination (students answered two questions out of a choice of six).

**Data analysis**

For the two measurement periods, a response rate of 89% and 84% were established in 2011 and 84% and 76% in 2012. First, graphical analyses using Netdraw of the social networks were conducted in order to identify the overall social network structure and identify possible patterns of sub-group development, as recommended by Wassermann and Faust (1994). Second, in order to determine the degree of interdisciplinary social interaction, we used the External – Internal (E-I) index developed by Krackhardt and Stern (1988). The E-I index takes the number of ties to members of a different discipline, subtracts the number of ties to members with the same discipline, and divided by the total number of ties. The resulting index ranges from -1 (all ties are only with same discipline members) to +1 (all ties are to students from other disciplines). Third, a quantitative analysis on a whole network level was
conducted in order to determine the dynamics of the social networks after four and eleven weeks using Multiple regression quadratic assignment procedures (MRQAP). MRQAPs were used to test whether pre-existing ties amongst students predicted learning networks after eleven weeks using 2000 random permutations. Basically, MRQAP tests are permutation tests for multiple linear regression model coefficients for data organized in square matrices of relatedness of friendship and learning, and the interpretation of the standardised betas is similar to more OLS regression analyses (Rienties and Nolan 2014). Data were analysed on a network level using UCINET version 6.445. Finally, using SPSS 21 for the individual-level analysis we conducted classical linear regressions, where we controlled for gender and cultural differences (Taha and Cox 2014, Rienties, Heliot, and Jindal-Snape 2013) using Hofstede (1986)’s cultural dimension scores (individualism vs. collectivism; masculinity vs. femininity).

Results

**Descriptive statistics and visualisations of social networks**

► Insert Table 1 about here

Blau IQV calculations indicated that groups in the random condition were more heterogeneous in terms of diversity in programmes ($M_{\text{random}} = .60$, $SD_{\text{random}} = .24$; $M_{\text{balanced}} = .32$, $SD_{\text{balanced}} = .26$, $F= 111.087$, $p < .01$, $\eta^2 = .229$). On average, in the random condition after four weeks students had 5.06 (SD = 3.64) friends from the same discipline, while they had 1.49 interdisciplinary friends (SD = 2.13), as illustrated in Table 1. In terms of learning ties, students in the random condition had 2.37 (SD = 2.21) discipline learning ties, and 0.52 (SD = 0.97) interdisciplinary learning ties. The disciplinary and interdisciplinary learning
interactions between students are illustrated in Figure 1, whereby the number of disciplinary (black) and interdisciplinary (red) ties was relatively limited after four weeks. The colour and shape of the node represents the respective programme of each student. For example, in the top-right of Figure 1, three BM students (grey, square) learned from each other (see arrow), while two of the three BM students also had (red) interdisciplinary learning ties with in total three students from IHM (white, circle).

Please note that SNA is not based upon the perception of one participant alone. That is, although the three BM students indicated to only have a learning tie with each other and three IHM students, the other 201 students independently “confirmed” that they had no ties with these three BM students. In other words, SNA measures the (perceived) network interactions amongst all (207) participants simultaneously, which verifies and/or provides counter perceptions from all participants. Note that Netdraw positions nodes at random across the X- and Y-axis based upon the (perceived) social interactions between students, whereby students who share similar connections are positioned more closely together. Being on the left of the graph is not necessarily better or worse than being on the right, top or bottom, but students with similar connections are positioned closer together.

As a result, a relatively clear clustering for four (out of six) disciplines seemed present, whereby IHM students (white circle) were mostly positioned on the right, HCM students (green down-triangle) and EP students (red up-triangle) were positioned on the left, while FM students were positioned in the middle (blue box). The BM (grey square) and ICIB students (yellow circle in box) were scattered over both learning networks, indicating less strong disciplinary ties. Finally, some students were on the outer fringe of the learning network and were not well-connected to other learners, while other students were more central in the network in Figure 1, while 29 students had no learning ties after four weeks.
In Figure 2, after eleven weeks most students in the random condition were connected with more ties, and more interdisciplinary ties are visible, although most students were clustered closely to their discipline. This implies that students primarily seemed to learn with their discipline peers. Quite interestingly, Food Management students (blue box) seem to form a bridging function across the various disciplines, as they were positioned in the middle of Figure 2. The number of disciplinary learning ties increased significantly to 3.46 using paired-sample t-tests \( t = 5.450, p < .01, \text{Cohen } d = .41 \), while the number of interdisciplinary learning ties also increased significantly to 1.05 \( t = 4.970, p < .01, d = .36 \). The external-internal index remained negative at -0.49, indicating that students were three times more likely to develop learning ties with students from the same discipline than with students from a different discipline.

- Insert Figure 1 about here
- Insert Figure 2 about here

In Figure 3, the learning network after four weeks is illustrated for the balanced condition, whereby most students were (again) clustered together in disciplines, where 17 students had no learning ties after four weeks. After eleven weeks a substantial number of (inter)disciplinary learning ties were established in the balanced condition. Learning ties increased significantly over time for the same discipline \( t = 4.948, p < .01, d = .36 \) and interdiscipline \( t = 2.008, p < .05, d = .16 \). Similarly as in the random condition, students in the balanced condition were three to four times more likely to develop learning ties with same discipline students after eleven weeks.

- Insert Figure 3 about here
Hypothesis testing

As a first step to test the five hypotheses, we conducted MRQAPs of learning ties after eleven weeks for the random and balanced condition are illustrated in Table 2. The group allocation of students had a significant and consistent impact on learning in all six models, providing support for H1. The proxy for cultural backgrounds (GLOBE) had a small effect on learning ties in Model 1, but when incorporating additional variables in Models 2-6 cultural backgrounds no longer significantly predicted learning ties. Similarly, the proxy for same discipline positively predicted the six models, indicating that students learned primarily from same discipline students.

In terms of answering H2, the standardised betas of disciplines were always larger than those of the same group matrix, indicating that disciplines were a stronger predictor for the learning network after eleven weeks in our context than group allocation (H2). Adding initial friendships in Model 2 and Model 5 and initial learning and working in Model 3 and Model 6 substantially improved the fit of the model, whereby the largest predictor for the learning networks after eleven weeks in both conditions were the initial learning and friendship networks, followed by same discipline and same groups. Finally, the combined Model 7 indicated a similar pattern, whereby the intervention was not significant. In other words, in both conditions how social networks of learning developed over time was primarily related to initial friendship and learning networks established at the beginning of the master degree programme, which in part were related to following the same discipline programmes.
In terms of H3, students in the balanced condition developed slightly more group ties in comparison to students in the random condition after eleven weeks (M_{BC} = .79, SD_{BC} = 1.06; M_{RC} = .61, SD_{RC} = 0.98). Taking into consideration initial group ties, ANCOVA analysis indicate no significant impact of the intervention (β = -.156, p > .05, η^2 = .01), thus providing no support for H3. Over time, the random condition developed more interdisciplinary learning ties in comparison to the balanced condition (β = .141, p < .05, η^2 = .02), although with a small effect size, providing some support for H4.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

Many higher education institutions now recognise the fact that graduates are the future leaders of society and therefore offer interdisciplinary courses to encourage graduates to obtain a broad skill set required for today's complex, dynamic and interdisciplinary world.
Our quasi-experimental study contributes to further understand whether students actually develop interdisciplinary ties and learn from those exchanges with students from other disciplines and whether their social networks become more intertwined.

The prime goal of this study was to analyse whether (or not) students developed interdisciplinary ties and social networks over time in a large interdisciplinary Organisational Behaviour module. The second goal was to understand whether teachers, by means of intervening in the group allocation process, can actively encourage and intervene in interdisciplinary learning. The findings indicate that initial ties formed during the first couple of weeks in a postgraduate (Master) course have a strong impact on how students from different programmes learn over time. The instructional design indicated a small effect on how students from different disciplines developed formal and informal learning and friendship social networks. Given the proven importance of interdisciplinary learning for management courses, the understanding of effective network amongst management students deserves far more scholarly attention.

In terms of the first goal, although more interdisciplinary friendships and learning ties were developed over time in absolute numbers, in relative terms most students continued to primarily learn from their same-discipline fellow students, irrespective of the type of intervention. On average, students at the beginning of Organisational Behaviour module had 5.13 (SD = 3.51) disciplinary friends and 1.39 (SD = 1.95) interdisciplinary friends. Over the duration of the eleven week module, interdisciplinary friends increased significantly with 24% more disciplinary and 24% more interdisciplinary friends. Nonetheless, the E-I indexes in pre- and post-tests were identical, whereby students were three to four times more likely to develop disciplinary rather than interdisciplinary friendships and learning ties.
In line with social identity theory (Tajfel 1978) most students preferred to nurture ties with same discipline students. Even though substantial opportunities for interdisciplinary contact were established in the module (e.g., working in small interdisciplinary groups, joined teaching and learning activities), this did not “automatically” translate into increased interdisciplinarity. The individual seeking that identity must be an active participant in the community not only exhibiting the knowledge and behaviours associated with a given role in the community (Baker and Lattuca 2010).

Although the group allocation by the teacher had a significant impact on how students over time developed learning ties (H1), students were more likely to learn from peers from their own discipline (H2). More importantly, in line with previous findings (Rienties and Nolan 2014), the most important predictor of the social network of learning after eleven weeks were students’ initial friendship and learning networks, which were primarily based upon the programmes students were following. These informal ties are not always evident to teachers (Hommes et al. 2012, Krackhardt and Stern 1988, Akkerman and Bakker 2011), in particular in large modules. In terms of the impact of the intervention and the potential benefits of interdisciplinary tie-formation on academic performance (H5), limited support was found. Although the number of ties students developed with peers at the end of the module significantly predicted performance (in line with previous findings: Gasevic, Zouaq, and Janzen 2013, Hommes et al. 2012), whether these ties were disciplinary or interdisciplinary had no impact on performance.

In other words, in our context we found that the creation of an interdisciplinary platform for students to meet and discuss and work together on a range of interdisciplinary projects did not lead to automatically increased interdisciplinary social networks or enhanced academic performance, providing limited support for H3-H5. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to empirically test and verify that putting students into interdisciplinary groups
and classes does not “automatically” lead to the desired interdisciplinary exchange of ideas, developments of interdisciplinary social networks, or enhanced academic performance. Given the high response rates, the consistent findings in both settings, and the conservative SNA techniques used, our findings indicate that the developments of interdisciplinary social networks need more than just opportunities for interdisciplinary exchange and a range of group tasks.

Perhaps a more structured approach in terms of summative group assessments combined with extensive support and coaching (Boni, Weingart, and Evenson 2009, Decuyper, Dochy, and Van den Bossche 2010) may help students to develop these interdisciplinary social networks. The issues of trust in the understanding of students’ social networking activities (Bevelander and Page 2011) may offer another explanation for the lack of increased interdisciplinarity. As the Organisational Behaviour module was the only module in the six programmes where these students worked together in an interdisciplinary setting, perhaps the incentive to develop interdisciplinary ties might have been limited. Future research should address whether students in interdisciplinary programmes who spend considerable time together in a sequence of modules will indeed develop more interdisciplinary ties, knowledge and skills.

Given limited resources and tight budgets at universities, most higher educational institutes may just pay lip-service to the need to encourage interdisciplinary skills and social networks amongst its graduates. In large interdisciplinary classes, universities will aim to capitalise on economies-of-scale of teaching multiple disciplines cohorts simultaneously core management topics, but without an explicit expectation to develop interdisciplinary links.

Limitations and future research

A limitation of this research is that we did not specifically measure interdisciplinary knowledge and skills in a pre-post test design to verify whether increasing the number of
interdisciplinary ties indeed led to enhanced interdisciplinary knowledge (although of post-test academic performance results in Table 3 indicate no significant effect). A second limitation is that we did not measure the social network developments in the parallel modules that students were following in their respective programmes. However, a large body of research (Borgatti and Cross 2003, Curșeu, Janssen, and Raab 2012, Hommes et al. 2012, Katz et al. 2004, Wassermann and Faust 1994) has found that SNA techniques provide a robust predictor for actual social networks and learning outcomes, in particular given our high response rates.

This study promotes a friendship-sensitive view of student’s knowledge sharing that recognises the importance of friendships/power within networks (Katz et al. 2004, Hommes et al. 2012, Borgatti and Cross 2003) of practices in interdisciplinary learning environment. This has important implications for course instructors, who need to consider the role of social identity (e.g., disciplines, groups) when designing interdisciplinary modules. Given that most students in our context preferred to continue to work with students from their same discipline (irrespective of the type of group selection method), if higher education wants to create graduates who are able to work across many disciplines, more than just lip-service to interdisciplinary learning is urgently needed.
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## Table 1 Friendship and learning ties based upon (inter)discipline (random vs. balanced condition)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>Balanced</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>F-value</td>
<td>η²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>During the fourth week</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same discipline friendship ties</td>
<td>5.06</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>.196</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary friendship</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.163</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-I friendship ties</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>2.275</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same discipline learning</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>4.043*</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary learning</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>.183</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-I learning</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>.082</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>After eleven weeks</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same discipline friendship</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>1.180</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary friendship</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>5.217*</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-I friendship relations</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>2.506</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same discipline learning</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.107</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary learning</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>3.996*</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-I learning</td>
<td>-0.49</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>3.809*</td>
<td>.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANOVA of Random (n=207) vs. balanced condition (n=170). *p < .05.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random condition</th>
<th></th>
<th>Balanced condition</th>
<th></th>
<th>Combined</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>Model 5</td>
<td>Model 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBE proxy</td>
<td>.019*</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same Group</td>
<td>.029***</td>
<td>.027***</td>
<td>.029***</td>
<td>.115***</td>
<td>.053***</td>
<td>.044***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same Discipline</td>
<td>.095***</td>
<td>.049***</td>
<td>.050***</td>
<td>.127***</td>
<td>.071***</td>
<td>.064***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Friendship</td>
<td>.311***</td>
<td>.169***</td>
<td>.379***</td>
<td>.209***</td>
<td>.203***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Learn</td>
<td></td>
<td>.137***</td>
<td></td>
<td>.228***</td>
<td>.173***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Work</td>
<td></td>
<td>.128***</td>
<td></td>
<td>.071***</td>
<td>.126***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| R² adj.              | 1                | 11               | 14                 | 3                | 17             | 22              | 20              |
| ΔR² adj.             | -                | 10               | 3                  | -                | 14             | 5               | -               |

MRQAP of random (n = 207) vs. balanced condition (n = 170). Combined consists of both networks (n = 377), standardised betas. *p < .05, **p < .001
Table 3 Regression analysis of academic performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.147**</td>
<td>.133**</td>
<td>.129*</td>
<td>.137**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individualism (Culture)&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.296**</td>
<td>.308**</td>
<td>.307**</td>
<td>.310**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculinity (Culture)</td>
<td>-.054</td>
<td>-.066</td>
<td>-.068</td>
<td>-.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>-.054</td>
<td>-.028</td>
<td>-.030</td>
<td>-.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ties (Pre)&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-.046</td>
<td>-.050</td>
<td>-.029</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ties (Post)</td>
<td>.239**</td>
<td>.240**</td>
<td>.247**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-I discipline (Pre)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-I discipline (Post)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.028</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties (Pre) * E-I (Pre)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ties (Post) * E-I (Post)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N 364 364 364 364
R<sup>2</sup> adj. 9 13 13 13
ΔR<sup>2</sup> adj. - 4 0 0

<sup>1</sup>For controlling cultural differences, we used Hofstede's individualism vs. Collectivism and masculinity vs femininity index

<sup>2</sup>The number of ties and E-I Index for disciplines were computed as average score of the three social networks.
Figure 1 Social network of learning after four weeks in random condition

White circle = International Hospitality Management; Grey square = Business Management; Red up-triangle = Entrepreneurship; Blue box = Food Management; Green down triangle = Health Care Management; Yellow circle in box = Intercultural Communication with International Business
Figure 2 Social network of learning after eleven weeks in random condition
Figure 3 Social learning network after four weeks in balanced condition
Figure 4 Social learning network after eleven weeks in balanced condition